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Abstract— With a majority of these years quick knowledge in
wireless verbal exchange, steep needs of wideband cellular
wireless web and the latest WI-Fi multimedia programs have
constituted the inducement to the improvement of the wideband
wireless web. The Long Term Evolution system has been
specifically via the 0.33 era partnership undertaking in the
manner closer to fourth- generation (4G) mobile to make
certain 3GPP dependent the superiority of the cellular package
technologies. LTE exemplifies a vestige step forth for the
wireless management, intending order-of severity expansion in
small amount of rates by the all of respect to its ancestors by the
approach of wider bandwidths and gone straight spectral
efficiency. However, by the whole of the brisk progression in
mobile technology, there has besides been a consistent gain in
its user demands. Long-term Evolution (LTE) is the eventually
step in the survival of the fittest of 2G and 3G systems and
furthermore in the furnishing of status levels bringing to mind
to those of contemporary wired networks. The paper outlines an
overview and significant technical details about the LTE
technology for furthermore enhancement

Index Terms— 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project),
E-UTRAN (Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access
Network), SAE (System Architecture Evolution), PDN (Packet
Data Network).

I. INTRODUCTION
With the volatile accomplishment in mobile data traffic
nourished by intelligent phones and mobile features,
transformation from the 3G to the 4G cellular networks is
proceeding at an inconceivable measure. Since, in December
2008, the sooner release 8 of the 3GPP long-term evolution
(LTE) standard inclines the de facto standard on the way to
the amount of 4G mobile networks. Accordingly, LTE
networks have seen brisk growth being 2009 when abandoned
two networks were initially begun. The number abruptly
expanded over the later fewer ages, presently encompassing
89 networks facing 45 countries [1]. Long Term Evolution is
the coming formation 4G technology for one and the other
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) and Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) cellular carriers.
Recognized in 2008 by the whole of download quickness of
likely 173 Mb/Sec [2]. The 3GPP Release 8 turn approves 4G
mobile communication technologies and also an all- Internet
Protocol (IP) flat networking architecture. On August 18,

2009, the European Commission self- confessed so it will
inspire a group of €18 million directed toward investing the
implementation of LTE and the authorized 4G program
LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) [3]. Although it is consistently
visually perceived as a cell phone, LTE is sanctioned by
nationality safety agencies in the United States [4] as the
recommended technology for the latest 700 MHz portable
audio system band. On December 14, 2009, firms in several
regions have claim remission [5] hoping to utilize the 700
MHz [6] spectrum of all of other technologies in progress of
the acceptance of a nationwide regulation. The world’s
sooner publicly available LTE accommodation was happened
upon by TeliaSonera in one and the other Scandinavian
capitals Stockholm and Oslo. Notably, the LTE opted OFDM
rather of CDMA in edict to fortify efficient wideband
communication. On opening, the MIMO technology shows a
suited part in well the spectral sufficiency. Then, the LTE
standard antiquated accomplished, passive release 9 as an
evident version. The peak data figure of LTE has been just as
around as 100/50 Mbps for the DL and UL. Considering,
March 2008, 3GPP antiquated active on also an improvement
of the LTE to access the International Mobile
Telecommunications (IMT)-Advanced requirements that
were pronounced by the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) for the fourth generation (4G) adaptation [7].
The emerging variant (LTE release 10 and ahead) are known
as LTE-Advanced [8]. The LTE program is described
forthcoming a packet-based program incorporating minority
network fundamentals, that upgrades the capacity of the
system as well as coverage, also contributes a steep
performance in description of valuable data rates, reserved
latency, manageable bandwidth as well as consistent
integration of the whole of alternate current wireless
communication schemes [9]. The LTE-A program stated, all
3GPP LTE Release 10 upgrades the current LTE systems to
verify enough steep data usage, decline latencies also better
spectral efficiency [10].The release 8 of LTE have a
bandwidth is 20MHz by the whole of peak data figure of
downlink is 300 MB/s and uplink is 75 MB/s though release 9
having characteristics of interactive media broadcast services,
establishment of location services, as well as distinctive
enhancements such as dual layer beam forming, trade mobile
alerts in distinction to release 8.
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RELEASE
and YEAR
R-99
(March
2000)
R-5
(March
2002)
R-6
(March
2005)
R-7 (2007)
R-8 (Jan.
2008)
R-8 (2009)
R-9 (2010)
R-10
(2011)
R-11
(2012-15)
R-12 (2015
and
beyond)

RADIO FEATURES
UMTS/WCDMA

HSPDA(DL- 1.8-14.4Mbps)
(UL- 5.7Mbps)
HSUPA(DL- 1.8-14.4Mbps)
(UL- 5.7Mbps)

The mobile equipment handles consistent modules: Mobile
termination, Terminal equipment, Universal integrated
circuit card. The evolved Packet core abides of MME (Mobile
Management Identity) that is liable for initialization of
paging and authentication and also Serving Gateway (SGW)
which routes and leads the packets of user data, Packet Data
Network Gateway( PDN GW) is a gateway to the PDN, and
policy and charging rules function (PCRF) manages policy
and charging rules.
MME

E Node B

DL MIMO, IMS (DL-28Mbps)
(UL- 11Mbps)
Spec. finalized( DL-42Mbps)
(UL-11Mbps)
Overview(DL-300Mbps)(UL-7
5Mbps)
Worked on LTE
Adv. Of LTE
(DL-3Gbps)(UL-1.5Gbps)(100
MHz)
Starting of LTE-A(2012)
Launching of LTE-A(2013-14)
Enhancements(1GHz)
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Fig. 1: LTE Network architecture
Table1: Evolution of LTE

Though, the latest variants of LTE meet the fulfillment
enforced by IMT (International Mobile Telecommunication)
to 4G. By the whole of a steep data rate of 1 Gbps mutually
operating bandwidth beyond 100 MHz for the downlink,
providing decline latency comparison to LTE [11].
II. LTE- NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The LTE/SAE prospect as a 4G hand operated for wireless
package is anticipated IP-based and have the least possible of
network fundamentals to abbreviate the guideline processing,
latency, and the formation costs and specifically, raising of
warranty and fair communications [12]. Basically, the
network can be distributed into two portions: a radio access
network part and a core network part [13]. Functions such as
modulation, header deliberation as well as handover deal with
the retrieve network, moreover distinctive functions
appreciate charging or mobility authority are illustrations of
the core network. In the architecture of LTE, the radio access
network is E-UTRAN and the core network EPC (Enhanced
Packet Core). Figure 1 shows at which point each element in
the LTE-Advanced network is accessible to each other
[14-16]. A basically NodeB in 3G program was returned
through evolved NodeB (eNB) that is an aggregation of
NodeB and radio network controller (RNC). E-UTRAN
includes the Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access
Network Base Stations, experienced as eNobes (eNB) that
particularly communicates by all of the user equipment and
moreover it distributes a well known or preferably cells at
such time.

III. LTE TARGETS AND REQUIREMENTS
LTE standardization has hit with a mature situation by
contributing preferably specifications.
DOWNLINK
Peak data
rate(Mbps)
Spectral efficiency
(b/s/Hz)
Cell edge user
throughput (b/s/Hz)
Mobility
UPLINK
Peak data
rate(Mbps)
Spectral efficiency
(b/s/Hz)
Cell edge user
throughput (b/s/Hz)

LTE
144

LTE TARGET
100

1.84

3-4 times of
HSDPA
2-3 times of
HSDPA
350 Km/hr
LTE TARGET
50

0.0184
350 Km/hr
LTE
57
0.67
0.015

2-3 times of
HSUPA
2-3 times of
HSUPA

Table 2: LTE Targets and Requirements

In the table shown the requirements and targets that met by
utilizing a variety of techniques [2][17]. The bandwidth is
about to sustained as 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, 15 and 20 MHz. The
internetworking, Cost, Mobility that upgraded for decline
speed of mobile (0-15kmph), steep mobile speeds are also
sustained, allocation of spectrum (FDD, TDD), QoS should
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be supported as well as time synchronization shall not be
compulsory. The peak data rate of downlink in LTE and LTE
target is 144 Mbps and 100 Mbps. The uplink peak data rate
of LTE and LTE target is 57 Mbps and 50 Mbps. The spectral
efficiency of LTE in downlink is more than that in uplink i.e.
1.84 b/s/Hz (downlink) and 0.67 b/s/Hz (uplink) respectively.
IV. ANALYSIS CHALLENGES

LTE is the beneficiary technology and ahead it is the
significant technology for it will engage you to 50 times more
rapid performance advancement to peculiar cellular
networks. LTE announced higher data rates, 300 Mbps and
75 Mbps for downlink and uplink as well. It can further
utilize the MIMO, FDD, TDD technologies. In this
connection are seamless and also it has reserved latency
slighter than 10ms. The utilization of broader bandwidth,
multiple spectrum bands recommends new objections some of
which are:
I. Flexible and wider spectrum usage.
II. Interference suppression and management.
III. Effective noise power [16].
IV. Supports fast rank adaption.
V. Upgrading distance and data transfer speed more
VI. Reserved complexity.
VII. Network Capacity.
Contemporary studies have tackled the network capability
and advancements of data transfer rates. Higher studies are
short to look further more issues relevant to LTE network by
providing reliability, particularly at the same time
requirements are higher or other natural disasters [2].
V. LTE DESCRIPTION
In the LTE description, the catalogs summarize the basic
parameters of the LTE.
PARAMETERS
Channel coding
Mobility
Bandwidth[2]
Duplexing
Modulation schemes

Coverage

DESCRIPTION
Turbo
350 Kmph
1.4 MHz, 3, 5,10, 15, 20 MHz
TDD, FDD
UL: QPSK, 16QAM,
64QAM(optional)
DL: QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM
5-100Km

Table 3: Description of LTE.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This handout provides the brief discussion approaching LTE
technology. LTE is the latest buzzword which is in move
nowadays. LTE technology is optimized in a rational manner.
The determination of this paper is brought advanced the latest
technology through all wireless networks. This compliments
the latest lead to 4G. In specific the security issue is further
one of the main obstructions. It will be sure as can be a vital
discussion topic, so that this obstruction will be declined. This
article tells closely the incorporate architecture of LTE,
establishment, targets and requirements of LTE as well.

Furthermore, LTE-A significantly enhances the actual LTE
release 8 and supports much steep rates, high throughput,
coverage a reticent latencies get a outstrip user experience.
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